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ACTIVE ADAPTATION OF VEHICLE
RESTRAINTS FOR ENHANCED
PERFORMANCE ROBUSTNESS

restraints act on various vehicle occupants to enhance occu

pant safety. In particular, it Would be desirable to actively
analyZe and adapt the occupant-safety restraint interaction
during a crash event to improve injury mitigation.

TECHNICAL FIELD
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to vehicle crash safety
systems for automotive vehicles, and more particularly, to

The present invention provides a neW method for active

vehicle crash safety systems having coordinated restraints

adaptation of vehicle restraint systems for occupant protec

operated With respect to a multi-variable occupant model for
different occupants and crash types.

tion performance robustness. The method utiliZes a multi

variable occupant model reference approach to meet safety
performance speci?cations for different occupants and dif
ferent crash types. The present system provides a decentral
iZed control architecture With inputs from advisory compo

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Automobiles utiliZe safety restraint systems to protect
vehicle occupants. Most vehicle safety systems are designed

nents. The system makes use of both pre-crash sensory

to mitigate potential injuries to occupants during vehicle
crashes and, in particular, mitigate injuries to the chest,

information and collision detection signals. The pre-crash
sensing system provides such information as the closing
velocities before impact and occupant characteristics Which

abdomen and head areas of vehicle occupants. Vehicle safety

systems development has progressively targeted neW meth
ods for enhanced injury mitigation. For example, restraint

20

systems may include safety devices such as front airbags,

side airbags, and seatbelt pretensioners. Presently, restraint
systems typically include passive accelerometer-based col
lision severity sensors, Which are used to gather information
for control and deployment of the restraints. The collision
sensors are typically in the form of solid-state accelerom

occupant characteristics are monitored With an occupant
25

position tracking system. The vehicle restraint systems are
actively adapted based upon the pre-crash model and the
dynamic occupant response after collision con?rmation. For

example, compensation is made to the airbag venting system
to maintain the desired occupant ride-doWn pro?le. The
compensation models are tailored to dissipate the kinetic

eters that are located in a vehicle compartment, such as in a
dashboard, in a tunnel location, behind a bumper, or on a

radiator support. The accelerometers are used to detect
collision conditions early on in a collision event and provide

are used to predict desired occupant ride-doWn and injury
mitigation outcomes before collision. After con?rmation of
a collision by the collision detection sensors, the dynamic

30

energy of the occupants so that injuries can be avoided or

effectively mitigated While tracking requirements from the
adaptive occupant safety reference model.

information related to the collision severity. Various algo
rithms are then utiliZed to evaluate the collision conditions

In one embodiment, a vehicle crash safety system for an

and the collision severity for the development of safety
systems.
The algorithms utiliZe accelerometer information, col

automotive vehicle is provided. The system includes a
35

pre-crash sensing system generating an object threat assess
ment and vehicle dynamics data, an occupant sensing sys

lected early in a collision event and in response to a

tem generating occupant characteristic data, and an Occu

collision, to determine timing for deployment of restraint
systems. It is desirable in the deployment of the restraint
systems to prevent inappropriate deployment timing or
inadvertent deployment of the restraint systems. Thus,

pant Safety Reference Model (OSRM) controller in
electronic communication With the pre-crash sensing system
and the occupant sensing system. The OSRM controller

40

generates a reference safety restraint deployment pro?le as
a function of the object threat assessment, vehicle dynamics
data and occupant characteristic data. The system includes
an Active Restraint Adaptation (ARA) controller in opera

deployment thresholds are often set in response to the type
of collision and the associated conditions thereof.
Special collision events such as loW speed barrier colli

sions, pole collisions, and various vehicle-to-vehicle colli

45

sions provide the greatest challenges for collision sensor
design, and collision type determination. The term “collision
type” generally refers to the location on a host vehicle that
is involved in the collision and may include other related

information. A collision type may for example refer to

50

Whether a particular collision is a full-frontal, an oblique, or
an offset collision, as Well as include information related to

restraint deployment targets, and the reference safety
restraint deployment pro?le to the decentraliZed restraint
controller. In addition, the ARA controller performs plausi
bility checks for sensor reliability, and may modify input
signals to the decentraliZed controller based on the real-time

occupant and safety system interaction. The system also

relative location, and collision change in velocity of an
object of concern.

Sensor and algorithm design criteria of a safety restraint
system ensure that the performance of a sensing system

tive communication With the OSRM controller and a decen
traliZed restraint controller. The ARA controller sends

55

includes a restraint system under the control of the respec
tive decentraliZed restraint controller. The restraint control
ler is in operative communication With the ARA controller
and is adapted to operate the restraint system as a function

satisfy timing requirements for various different collision
types and also have the capability of appropriately main

of the reference safety restraint deployment pro?le. The

taining safety systems in a deactivated state during non
deployment conditions. It is also desirable to optimiZe

reference safety restraint deployment pro?le during a crash

decentraliZed restraint controller is programmed to track the
60

protection for various occupants While reducing restraint
induced injuries such as airbag related injuries. Further, it is

event as a function of real-time occupant-restraint system
interaction. The restraint system can be any one of a driver

improved methods to intelligently control the direction,

airbag system, a passenger airbag system, a side airbag
system, a curtain airbag system, a seatbelt system, a deploy
able knee-bolster system, a deployable loWer extremity
protection system, a deployable steering system, or an
occupant anti-submaring system. The airbag systems can be

localiZation and areas Where the forces of vehicle safety

multi-stage, variable venting airbag systems. As an example,

desirable to improve restraint performance for a Wider range

of vehicle occupants such as those in the 5th, 50th, and 95th
percentile for vehicle occupants. There thus exists a need for

65
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the reference safety restraint deployment pro?le can be a

collision partners. Furthermore, unique crash situations such

desired occupant ride-doWn pro?le.

as a pole crash are compensated for based on the occupant

In another aspect, a vehicle crash safety system for an
automotive vehicle is disclosed. The system includes a

model characteristics. Furthermore, depending upon the

pre-crash sensing system generating an object threat assess
ment, an occupant sensing system generating occupant
characteristic data, and an Occupant Safety Reference
Model (OSRM) controller in electronic communication With

certain restraints are deployed. System robustness is also
improved by the use of a central advisory system Which

magnitude of the crash, and the predicted type of crash, only
communicates information to the local de-centraliZed

restraint control system for each particular restraint module.
Other advantages and features of the present invention
Will become apparent When vieWed in light of the detailed
description When taken in conjunction With the attached

the pre-crash sensing system and the occupant sensing
system. The OSRM controller generating a reference occu
pant ride-doWn pro?le as a function of the object threat
assessment and occupant characteristic data. The system
also includes a collision sensing system for signaling a crash

draWings and appended claims.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

event, and a multi-stage, variable venting airbag system
under the control of a decentraliZed restraint controller. An

Active Restraint Adaptation (ARA) controller is also in
operative communication With the OSRM controller and the

For a more complete understanding of this invention
reference should noW be made to the embodiments illus

restraint controller. The ARA controller sends restraint

trated in greater detail in the accompanying ?gures and
described beloW by Way of examples of the invention

deployment targets, and the reference safety restraint
deployment pro?le to the decentraliZed restraint controller.
The ARA controller also performs plausibility checks for
sensor reliability, and may modify input signals to the

20

Wherein:
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a vehicle including a
vehicle restraint system in accordance With the present
invention in an exemplary impact scenario.
FIG. 2 shoWs a graph of an airbag restraint decision

25

making model based upon assumed occupant displacement.
FIG. 3 shoWs a graph of decision-making compensation
requirements based upon different collision signatures.

decentraliZed controller based on the real-time occupant and

safety system interaction. The restraint controller is pro
grammed to track the reference occupant ride-doWn pro?le
during the crash event as a function of real-time occupant
restraint system interaction. In particular, the restraint con
troller can modify at least one of airbag ?oW rate or venting
rate, during said crash event, in response to a detected

occupant head position With respect to the airbag.

30

In a further aspect of the invention, a method for operating
a vehicle crash safety system for an automotive vehicle is
disclosed. The method includes generating a pre-crash threat
assessment signal and vehicle dynamics data from a pre

crash sensing system, generating occupant characteristic

system.
35

FIGS. 6A, 6B and 6C shoW logic ?oW diagrams of one
method of implementing an active adaptation of vehicle
restraints in accordance With an embodiment of the present
invention.

data from an occupant sensing system, and generating a
reference safety restraint deployment pro?le as a function of

the pre-crash signal, vehicle dynamics data and occupant
characteristic data. This reference safety restraint deploy
ment pro?le is communicated to an ARA. The ARA con

FIG. 4 shoWs a block diagram of a system for active
adaptation of vehicle restraints in accordance With one
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 5 shoWs a block diagram for occupant model refer
ence adaptation for use Within the present vehicle restraint

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
40

troller is also in communication With a respective decen
traliZed control and is adapted to operate the restraint system

In the folloWing ?gures, the same reference numerals Will
be used to refer to the same components. In the folloWing

as a function of the reference safety restraint deployment
pro?le. In response to a crash event, the ARA controller

description, various operating parameters and components

modi?es the restraint system response during the crash event

are described for one constructed embodiment. These spe
45

ci?c parameters and components are included as examples

as a function of real-time occupant-restraint system interac
tion. In one example, the restraint comprises a multi-stage

and are not meant to be limiting.
Referring noW to FIG. 1, there is shoWn a schematic

airbag With variable venting, and the step of modifying

diagram of a vehicle 10 including an actively adaptable
vehicle restraint system 12 in accordance With the present
invention in various collision scenarios With potential target

includes monitoring, during the crash event, an occupant
head position With respect to the vehicle interior and, in
response to the occupant head position, adaptively control

50

vehicles 11. The actively adaptable vehicle restraint system

ling at least one of an in?ation rate or venting rate.

12 operates in coordination With the vehicle pre-crash sens

The present invention presents a number of advantages.
For instance, dynamic occupant outputs are tracked based on

ing system 14. The pre-crash sensing system 14 generates

the reference occupant model, and deploy/no-deploy deci

55

sions for the restraint systems are coordinated. Further, the

object signal information in the presence of an object Within
its ?eld-of-vieW. The pre-crash sensing system 14 may be
comprised of one or more of a number of types of sensors

present system provides synchronized manipulation of

including radar, lidar and vision systems. Vision systems

multi-stage airbags based on the reference model for

may be comprised of one or more cameras, CCD, or

improved injury mitigation. Also, occupant injury mitigation
targets are predicted by the occupant model to target opti

CMOS-type devices. In the example shoWn in FIG. 1,
60

vehicle 10 includes a vision system as part of its pre-crash

mum injury mitigation for a Wide range of vehicle occu

sensing system, and the vision system ?eld-of-vieW is

pants. The restraint systems are manipulated accordingly
and system performance is dynamically tracked to achieve
desired results. By adaptively modifying the occupant ride
doWn pro?le, the system can potentially improve injury
mitigation. Such enhanced restraints performance can

shoWn. Alternatively, or in addition, radar or lidar may be

improve occupant safety during collisions With incompatible

used to detect an object Within a detection Zone as Well. The

radar system ?eld-of-vieW is shoWn in the example of FIG.
65

1. If both a radar and vision-based system are used, one

system may be used to detect an object and the other system
may be used to con?rm the presence of the object Within the
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decision Zone. Vision systems can also include more than

istics from the occupant sensing system 16 such as infor
mation provided by seat-Weight sensors to determine the
occupant Weight, and an occupant proximity sensor to

one camera and incorporate triangulation techniques to
determine the presence of an object and the distance from
the vehicle as Well as the object’s siZe in terms of area,
height, or Width or combinations thereof. The pre-crash
sensing system 14 may also include a receiver and a tran
sponder. A transponder may be used to send data to other
vehicles, and the receiver could be used to receive data from
other vehicles. Such data could include vehicle location,

determine the occupant position relative to the steering
Wheel and/or instrument panel. The OSRM 20 then deter
mines a desired safety performance pro?le and constructs a
reference desired occupant ride-doWn pro?le. This informa
tion is then communicated to the ARA 22. The ARA

controller 22 then sets the initial optimum targets for the
restraint system and performs plausibility checks for sensor

braking capability, road conditions, time-to-impact and dis

reliability. Thus, the OSRM, by setting the required safety

tance to collision. In the pre-crash sensing system shoWn in
FIG. 1, the sensor ?eld-of-vieW is con?gured to alloW the

performance speci?cations in terms of airbag levels and

detection of various collision scenarios such as a 90° frontal,

occupant ride-doWn, based on the remote sensor informa

offset, and oblique-type collisions. The pre-crash sensing
system could also be adapted to detect side impact or rear
collisions, as Well.

tion, sets the frameWork for systematic decision-making.
The ARA 22, hoWever, is the primary controller Within this
architecture for robust occupant protection. As explained in

In conventional vehicle airbag systems, airbags are

more detail beloW, the ARA 22 determines if the crash is

deployed in response to collision events as detected by
vehicle accelerometers. Pre-crash sensing systems can

for deployment before or after a collision event, and sets

improve occupant safety by activating countermeasures

severe enough to deploy a restraint, sends airbag thresholds
20

systems, motorized occupant seatbelt pretensioners, multi
stage airbags, or a suspension height adjustment system.
FIG. 2 graphically illustrates an airbag restraint decision

ment schemes for a multi-stage in?ator for a frontal airbag,
25

making model based upon assumed occupant displacement.
In this example, the airbag is assumed to be fully in?ated by

centimeters from the original position. The airbag deploy
30

this example, is an airbag controller 24 controlling an airbag
restraint system 26. The occupant ride-doWn may be moni

tored by an occupant-restraint interaction sensing system.
The controller 24 intelligently manipulates the gas in?ow

requirement. Such an approach, hoWever, can be improved
for collision events as occupant positions have the potential
to vary considerably depending upon the type of collision

rate, and the venting actuator system based upon the OSRM

event as Well as the occupant characteristics.

For example, FIG. 3 shoWs a graph Wherein decision

based upon the potential severity of the impact and the
occupant characteristics.
The centraliZed OSRM 20 and ARA 22 architecture forms
a central advisory system Which feeds information to the
local de-centraliZed restraint control system 24 Which, in

the time an unrestrained occupant has moved about tWelve

ment time is accordingly tuned to achieve this desired

targets for airbag ?oW rates and venting to achieve a desired

occupant ride-doWn pro?le based upon real-time occupant
positioning data. The ARA 22 can also incorporate deploy

before a collision event occurs. Thus, for example, counter
measure systems can be activated such as brake assist

35

requirements as actively adapted by the ARA.
The pre-crash sensing system 14 may be comprised of one

making compensation is required based upon differing crash

or more of a number of types of sensors including radar,

scenarios. Speci?cally, FIG. 3 illustrates a collision signa

lidar, vision systems, and receiver-transponder systems.

ture for a typical barrier crash at 56 km/h versus a typical

Pre-crash sensing system 14 may also include vehicle
dynamic information by Way of a speed sensor, yaW rate

pole crash signature at 48 km/h. The pole crash pulse shoWs
the Well-known characteristic delay during Which time the
impact is very concentrated and the crash energy at the onset
of the collision event is directed more toWard folding the
impacted vehicle at the collision location. Such a localiZed
collision event may mislead conventional airbag controllers
into predicting a minor collision and not deploying the
airbag or deploying the airbag at a non-optimal time. The

40

generating position signal information for the host vehicle.
The pre-crash sensing system 14 provides data to the OSRM
20 such as the range, closing-velocity, obstacle position
45

detail beloW, sets the desired safety performance parameters
in terms of airbag levels and occupant ride-doWn in vieW of
50

regarding safety restraint deployment can be made.

55

closing velocity, object position angle, and obstacle type; an
occupant sensing system 16 providing occupant character
istics such as Weight and position; and a collision-sensing
system 18, typically an accelerometer-based system, for

range-rate, potential impact time, and object-type informa
tion. The OSRM 20 also processes the occupant character

circuits or be formed of other logic devices knoWn in the art.
They also may form a portion of a central vehicle main
control unit, a main safety controller, or may be stand-alone
controllers as shoWn.

Occupant sensing system 16 employs occupant sensors
60

impact con?rmation. The actively adapted vehicle restraint
system 12 includes an Occupant Safety Reference Model
(OSRM) controller 20 and an Active Restraint Adaptation
(ARA) controller 22. The OSRM 20 utiliZes information
from the pre-crash sensing system to monitor the range,

OSRM 20 as Well as the ARA 22 may be microprocessor
based such as a computer having a central processing unit,

memory (RAM and/or ROM) and associated input and
output busses. The pre-crash sensing system 14, the OSRM
20, and the ARA 22 may be application-speci?c integrated

FIG. 4 shoWs a block diagram of a system for active
adaptation of vehicle restraints 12 in accordance With one

embodiment of the present invention. As mentioned above,
the system 12 operates in cooperation With a pre-crash
sensing system 14 providing collision obstacle data such as

angle, and obstacle type detected. Although the pre-crash
sensing system 14 is illustrated as a separate component
from the OSRM 20, their functions may be incorporated into
a single controller module having multi-level controller
functions. Both the pre-crash sensing system 14 and the

occupant safety reference model (OSRM) described in more
the remote sensor information such that systematic decisions

sensor and a steering Wheel angle sensor. The pre-crash
sensing system may also be coupled to a GPS system for

Which are used to determine various occupant characteristics

such as occupant positioning Within the vehicle interior,
occupant siZe, shape, and Weight, and Which generate occu
pant signals indicative thereof. The occupant sensors 16 may
also be of various styles. It may be in the form of radar
65

sensors, lidar sensors, vision sensors, ultrasonic sensors,

infrared sensors, pressure sensors, Weight sensors, strain
gauges, pieZo-electric or pieZo-resistive sensors, or may be

US 7,236,865 B2
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in some other form known in the art. The occupant sensors
16 may also include remote and local accelerometers, seat

time is achieved by these pre-crash computations at the ARA
controller 22. Deployment of the airbag, hoWever, is acti
vated after con?rmation by the impact sensor 18 to improve
system reliability. Deployment before impact is carried out
for high con?dence collision imminent pre-crash informa

belt sensors, occupant position sensors, and seat track loca
tion sensors.

The collision sensing system 18 comprises contact sen
sors Which are utiliZed to verify that a collision has occurred

tion. In the case of a frontal airbag restraint system, the

and to generate collision con?rmation signals. The contact
sensors may be in various locations along any extremity of
the vehicle including the front, rear, and sides of the vehicle,

restraint is deployed based upon the occupant characteristics

including the occupant proximity to the steering Wheel, and
the predicted speed-dependent severity of the impact event.
The frontal restraints deployment (FRD) status for deploy
ment after impact is given by equation (2):

or may even be more internally located Within the vehicle.

The contact sensors may be in the form of accelerometers,
pressure sensors, pieZo-electric or pieZo-resistive sensors or
may be in some other form as knoWn in the art.

The restraint system shoWn is an airbag restraint system
26, but the present invention could be used With numerous

1 if (|Tc|p,,d 5 RT + a) and if y > Am

passive safety systems Which are actively adapted. Passive
safety systems Which are electronically augmented could

FRD =

include front airbags, side airbags or side curtain airbags.

Where Arhm =

0

(2)

Veal
K
Acal
Vrel

otherwise

Side airbags may be in the form of seat integrated or door

mounted airbags. Side curtain airbags could be in the form
of pillar or roof-supported head restraints. The restraint
system may also include other airbags or deployable

20

Where TC is the time-to-collision, RT is the restraint deploy
ment time, and 0t is a time-delay to account for sensor and

restraints as Well as seatbelt control, knee bolster control,

head restraint control, pretensioner control, airbag control,
motorized occupant seatbelt pretensioners, and other side or

front impact passive safety system controls knoWn in the art.

25

The airbag restraint system 26 as shoWn, may include
multiple stage in?ators to control a How rate and time delay

signal for the passenger and driver airbags. Also, adaptive
venting may also be provided having various ?oW rates and
timed delays calculated by the OSRM 20 and adapted by the
ARA 22. The airbag system may also include airbags With

and threshold requirements for venting are sent to the local
decentraliZed controller 24 for activation of the airbag
30

The decision-making computations described in greater
35

severity, and increased occupant mass in order to assure that

40

the stiffness of the airbag increases for enhanced protection.
In this Way, the present system actively adapts the vehicle
restraints for improved performance and robustness.
In another example of actively adapting the vehicle
restraints to enhance occupant safety, consider the occupant
injury sensitivity to head position, for a simulated equivalent
56 km/h barrier impact crash, With a 50th percentile crash
test dummy. The likelihood of injury increases progressively
for a larger head displacement through a range of displace

the ARA 22 may be based upon fuZZy reasoning, pattern

recognition systems With polynomial and neuro-netWork
classi?ers to determine crash conditions, or look-ups in a

look-up table corresponding to the predicted collision con
ditions.
FIG. 5 shoWs a block diagram for occupant model refer
ence adaptation detailing the interaction of the OSRM 20
and the ARA 22 With the decentraliZed restraint controller
24. As mentioned above, the OSRM 20 receives the pre

crash sensing information occupant position information
and generates a model restraint activation pro?le. This
information is then transmitted to the ARA 22. The ARA 22
determines if the collision event is signi?cant enough to

45

deploy a restraint, sets airbag thresholds for deployment
before or after the collision event, and sets the target for How

rate and venting for the airbag restraint system 26. These

50

default targets are then stored in the default target memory
30. The ARA 22 also deploys a scheme for deploying a

multi-stage in?ator for the front airbags based upon the
potential severity of the impact event and the occupant
characteristics. To improve the reliability and robustness of
the system, threat assessment and computations for pre
arrning or pre-impact deployment of the restraint system

restraint 26 should a collision occur. The decentraliZed

controller 24 monitors the occupant ride-doWn and manipu
lates the venting based on the OSRM model as adapted by
the ARA 22 to achieve the desired restraints system deploy
ment. For example, airbag venting decreases With increased

tethers Which may be activated or deactivated based upon
the output of the OSRM 20 or ARA 22.
detail beloW Which are incorporated into the OSRM 20 and

microprocessor sampling rate synchronization. K is an adap
tive gain-scheduled parameter for adjusting the accelerom
eter threshold, Vcal the threshold velocity, Vrel the relative
velocity, Am] the calibrated accelerometer constant, and y the
contact sensor output. The initial airbag stage requirements

55

ments, in this example, from 10.2 cm up to 30.4 cm.

Referring back to FIG. 2, consideration should be given to
the distance betWeen the occupant and the airbag in relation
to the airbag in?ation time. Thus, it is desirable to deploy the
airbag at various times corresponding When the head of the
unbelted occupant, after collision, Would have moved
through the range of displacement from approximately 10 to
30 cm to avoid larger head displacements and correspond

ingly increasing likelihood of injury. Referring again to FIG.
5, the occupant-restraint interactive sensing system 28 pro
vides occupant-sensing feedback, from the appropriate con
tact sensors or from the occupant position sensors, to track

the occupant position and ride-doWn during airbag deploy

Would occur only if the remote sensor signal-to-noise ratio

is above a pre-determined threshold (7»).
60

ment to alloW the controller 24 to intelligently manipulate
the gas in?oW rate, and the venting actuator system as
originally set by the ARA controller 22 based on the OSRM

model and occupant position trajectory.
The modifying signal (mom), for example, sent to the

(1)

airbag venting actuator system to track the model from the
65

OSRM 20 is given by equation (3):

Wherein RSZ-g and Rm are the real time sensor signal and

expected noise level, respectively. Improved deployment

(3)
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Where GPl is the occupant ride doWn position gain, psens is

equation (2) above. The restraints are pre-armed in step 200
and the initial airbag stage requirements and threshold

the real-time sensed position relative to the steering Wheel/
instrument panel, and pmod is the model referenced position.

requirements or venting are sent to the local decentraliZed
controller 24 for activation of the airbag restraint should a
collision occur as shoWn in step 210. If a collision is not
con?rmed in step 220, then the restraints are not deployed as

Gvl is the ride doWn velocity regulatory gain, vsens is the
real-time sensed occupant velocity, and vmod is the model

referenced velocity. The change in the manipulating signal is

shoWn in step 230. Otherwise, the front airbag restraint
system is deployed in step 240 and the occupant ride-doWn

set to Zero to assure stability if a measure of error occerr, is

less or equal to a tolerance value p. as expressed in equation

(4),

characteristics are monitored and compared to the OSRM
OCCEWIIAUWLens-M0401)l+Kg[v(n)sens—vmod(n)lé H

model in step 250.
Steps 250-310 logically illustrate the feedback routine
described With respect to FIG. 5 above. That is, in step 270,

<4)

where K2 is an adjustable gain FIG. 5 shoWs the functional
block diagram. The ?nal output, AVOM sent to the airbag

for an insigni?cant change in occupant position With respect
to the desired occupant position model, the model venting

venting system is given by equation (5):

targets are maintained in step 300 for the duration of the

collision in step 310. OtherWise, if the occupant position
maXout for mom > maXout

sensing feedback deviates from a desired response as deter

(5)

mined in step 270, the manipulating signal is adjusted to

mom for mlnom > lmoutl 5 maXout
A Vow :

—maXo,,, for mom < —rnaxou,

20

O for lmoutl < minom

correct the occupant ride-doWn in step 280 Within the
actuator limits as shoWn in step 290. The occupant-restraint

interaction is continuously monitored until the collision
event ends.

FIGS. 6A, 6B and 6C shoW logic ?oW diagrams of one
method of implementing an active adaptation of vehicle
restraints in accordance With one embodiment of the present

invention. The logic routine starts in step 50. Steps 60-120
concern the pre-crash threat assessment. Thus, step 60
evaluates the front impact range status and relative velocity
status of the host and target vehicles, and determines
Whether range and velocity thresholds are satis?ed in step
70. Object tracking information is discerned in step 80 and
host vehicle information is predicted in step 90. The obstacle
type and path is determined in step 100, and a decision is
made Whether the obstacle is in the host vehicle path making
collision likely in step 110. The predicted time to collision
is therefore rendered in step 120. The occupant character

Similar deployable safety systems could be monitored in
the same Way. Thus, a model deployment scheme is pro
25

safety restraints either before or after a collision. The model

scheme is then actively modi?ed, if appropriate, during a
crash event based upon the occupant-safety system interac
tion.
30

limited only in terms of the appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1. Avehicle crash safety system for an automotive vehicle

comprising:

gathered in step 125. Information from the pre-crash sensing
system 14 and occupant sensing system 16 is then fed to the
OSRM 22 Wherein, in step 130, models are referenced to
determine the restraint type to deploy, and its requirements
based upon the occupant characteristics and potential colli
sion scenario. In step 140, the OSRM further determines a

step 150, the ARA 22 sets the targets for the restraint system
deployment based upon the OSRM parameters and the
restraint deployment time (RT) and monitors the sensory
input degree of con?dence. If the predicted time to collision
is Within the restraint deployment time and a time delay to
account for sensor and microprocessor sample rate synchro
niZation, as determined in step 160, the logic continues to
step 170. In step 170, the sensor degree of con?dence is

analyZed.

45

assessment, vehicle dynamics data and occupant char
acteristic data;
an active restraint adaptation (ARA) controller in opera
50

tive communication With said OSRM controller and a

decentraliZed restraint controller, said ARA controller

programmed to send restraint deployment targets, and
said reference safety restraint deployment pro?le to the
decentraliZed restraint controller, and modify input
55

signals to the decentraliZed controller as a function of

real-time occupant-safety system interaction;
a restraint system under the control of the decentraliZed

restraint system deployment Will only occur conventionally

shoWn in step 430. Otherwise, the restraints are deployed in
step 440.
Returning back to step 170, if the sensor degree of
con?dence is met, the logic continues to step 190, Wherein
the accelerometer threshold is adjusted in accordance With

a pre-crash sensing system generating an object threat
assessment and vehicle dynamics data;
an occupant sensing system generating occupant charac
teristic data;
an occupant safety reference model (OSRM) controller in
electronic communication With said pre-crash sensing
system and said occupant sensing system, said OSRM
controller generating a reference safety restraint
deployment pro?le as a function of said object threat

If the sensor degree of con?dence is not met in step 170,
the logic continues to step 410 Wherein the method reverts
to contact sensor-based activation. That is, airbag or other
in response to an impact con?rmation from the collision
sensing system 18. If the contact sensor output is not
satis?ed in step 420, then the restraints are not deployed as

Accordingly, While particular embodiments of the inven
tion have been shoWn and described, numerous variations
and alternative embodiments Will occur to those skilled in
the art. Accordingly, it is intended that the invention be

istics as determined from the occupant sensing system 16 are

desired occupant ride-doWn requirement as processed by the
occupant characteristics and potential collision scenario. In

vided based upon pre-crash information for deployment of

60

restraint controller, said restraint controller in operative
communication With said ARA controller, said restraint
controller programmed to operate said restraint system
based on the targets from the ARA controller and the

reference safety restraint deployment pro?le as a func
tion of real-time occupant-safety system interaction.
2. A system as recited in claim 1 comprising a collision
65

sensing system for con?rming a crash event.
3. A system as recited in claim 1 Wherein said restraint

system comprises an airbag system.

US 7,236,865 B2
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4. A system as recited in claim 3 wherein said airbag

?dence thresholds are met, deploying the restraint system

system comprises a multi-stage airbag system With variable

before impact or pre-arming, otherWise, deploying said

venting.

safety restraint only in response to a con?rmed collision

5. A system as recited in claim 1 Wherein said OSRM
controller and ARA controller comprise a centralized con

event.

16. A method as recited in claim 12 Wherein said restraint
system comprises at least one of a driver airbag system, a
passenger airbag system, a side airbag system, a curtain

troller architecture separate from said decentraliZed restraint
controller.
6. A system as recited in claim 5 Wherein said reference
safety restraint deployment pro?le comprises a desired occu

airbag system, a seatbelt system, a deployable knee-bolster
system, a deployable loWer extremity protection system, a
deployable steering system, or an occupant anti-submaring

pant ride-doWn pro?le.
7. A system as recited in claim 1 Wherein said occupant

system.

characteristic data includes occupant Weight, position and
velocity Within the vehicle.

17. Amethod as recited in claim 12 Wherein said occupant
characteristic data includes at least one of occupant Weight,

8. A system as recited in claim 7 Wherein said occupant

characteristic data includes seat position and incline data,

occupant position Within the vehicle, seat position and

seat belt usage indicator, and an occupant classi?er.
9. A system as recited in claim 1 Wherein said object threat

incline data, seat belt usage indicator, and an occupant
classi?er.
18. A method as recited in claim 12 Wherein the step of

assessment data includes closing velocity, approach angle
and obstacle type, and the predicted velocity-dependent

severity.

communicating includes pre-crash deployment or adjusting
20

10. A system as recited in claim 1 Wherein said vehicle

dynamics data includes vehicle speed, yaW rate and steering

pro?le.

angle.
11. A system as recited in claim 1 Wherein said restraint
system comprises at least one of a driver airbag system, a

19. A vehicle crash safety system for an automotive

vehicle comprising:
25

passenger airbag system, a side airbag system, a curtain
airbag system, a seatbelt system, a deployable knee-bolster
system, a deployable loWer extremity protection system, a

deployable steering system, or an occupant anti-submaring

system.

30

12. A method for operating a vehicle crash safety system
for an automotive vehicle comprising:
generating a pre-crash threat assessment signal and

vehicle dynamics data from a pre-crash sensing system;
generating occupant characteristic data from an occupant

35

as a function of said pre-crash threat assessment signal,

tive communication With said OSRM controller and a

decentraliZed restraint controller, said ARA controller
40

pro?le to a restraint system under the control of a

respective restraint controller, said restraint controller
adapted to operate said restraint system as a function of
45

a multi-stage, variable venting airbag system under the
and in operative communication With said ARA con

system comprises a multi-stage airbag With variable venting,
and Wherein the step of modifying includes monitoring,
during said crash event, an occupant head position, and
relative velocity With respect to said airbag and vehicle
interior, and in response to said occupant head position,

50

adaptively controlling at least one of an airbag in?ation rate

55

troller, said restraint controller programmed to operate
said restraint system before or after impact based on

said targets from the ARA, and the reference safety
restraint deployment pro?le as a function of real-time

occupant-restraint system interaction.
20. A system as recited in claim 19 Wherein said restraint

controller tracks and modi?es Within prede?ned occupant

or venting rate.
14. A method as recited in claim 12 Wherein said restraint

state and actuator constraints, at least one of airbag deploy
ment ?oW rate or venting rate, during said crash event, based
on detected occupant head position or occupant relative

comprises an airbag and said reference safety restraint
deployment pro?le comprises a desired occupant initial

mining pre-crash sensing con?dence thresholds, and if con

real-time occupant-safety system interaction;
control of the decentraliZed restraint controller, said
decentraliZed restraint controller remotely located from

13. A method as recited in claim 12 Wherein said restraint

15. A method as recited in claim 12 comprising deter

programmed to send restraint deployment targets and
said reference safety restraint deployment pro?le to the
decentraliZed restraint controller, and modify input
signals to the decentraliZed controller as a function of

said reference safety restraint deployment pro?le; and

position and ride-doWn pro?le.

and occupant characteristic data;
a collision sensing system for signaling a crash event;
an active restraint adaptation (ARA) controller in opera

generating a reference safety restraint deployment pro?le

in response to a crash event, tracking said reference safety
restraint deployment pro?le during said crash event as
a function of real-time occupant-restraint system inter
action.

a pre-crash sensing system generating an object threat
assessment;
an occupant sensing system generating occupant charac
teristic data;
an occupant safety reference model (OSRM) controller in
electronic communication With said pre-crash sensing
system and said occupant sensing system, said OSRM
controller generating a reference occupant ride-doWn
pro?le as a function of said object threat assessment

sensing system;
vehicle dynamics data and occupant characteristic data;
communicating said reference safety restraint deployment

the restraint deployment thresholds of said restraint in
accordance With said reference safety restraint deployment

60

velocity With respect to said airbag and vehicle interior.

